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The philosophy of resource managementin the United Stateshas changed drastically from
its beginnings in the late 19th century. Originally, Federally owned land was distributed freely to
citizens, encouraging them to pick up their belongings and move westward to seek their fortune.
Land managementunder the Homestead Act of 1862 was absent,and private use of lands was
almost completely unrestricted (Loomis 1993). The creation of the United StatesForest Service
1905 began a philosophy of active land management.In an age of industrial expansion, managers
intervened in the rapid privatization of public lands, worried that the resources on them would
eventually be depleted if no action were taken (Loomis 1993).
In the post-World War II era, the nation found itself growing more interested in public
lands for their recreation value. "Increasingly in the 1950's and 1960's wilderness preservationists
[were] faced with the problem of too much popularity for wilderness..." (Nash 1967:323) As
awarenessof the public lands grew, so did the concern for how they were being managed.The
public and a faction of the scientific community becamedissatisfiedwith the widespread logging
that occurred at the expenseof wildlife habitat and wild lands used for recreation. The legislative
responsesto this public and scientific discontent included the Multiple Use, SustainedYield Act
(MUSY) of 1960 and the National Forest ManagementAct in 1976 (Loomis 1993). These acts
changedthe mandate of the Forest Service from managing single, separateuses,to managing
multiple-uses on public lands in a way that would sustaintheir productivity over time. The types
of values in National Forests broadenedto include outdoor recreation, wildlife, fisheries, and
wilderness.
Both of these managementpolicies focusedtoo much on achieving certain amounts of
forest uses at the expenseof the resourcesthemselves."Emphasis on the use aspect of multiple
use can lead to unsustainablecommodity production levels that jeopardize native speciesof flora
and fauna." (Wood 1994:7) As a result, forests have been overcut, and rangelandshave been
overgrazed among other emerging problems. A new idea of forest managementhas evolved out of
the failures of the previous managementphilosophies.
The latest managementphilosophy, called ecosystemmanagement,doesn't completely
discard the frameworks or values of the previous systems,but builds on them, adding a new
context to forest management.The novel element in this philosophy is its recognition of the actual
place forest uses occur- the ecosystem(Wood 1994). The rationale for focusing less on particular
uses and more on the environment where they occur is rather simple. The human uses and values
(recreation, timber, wilderness, etc.) are inseparablefrom the forests where they occur and if the
integrity of the forest (aquatic, grassland,etc.) ecosystemis compromised, so too are the usesthat
dependon the forest. Another important addition of ecosystemmanagementrecognizes that
ecosystemboundaries overlap political and social boundaries. Consequentlythis framework
encouragescooperation among the people and the political institutions affected by management
decisions.
What we seeis an evolution in managementphilosophy toward acknowledging the intricacies of the land and the inherent interconnectednessof all managedresourceswithin the ecological, social, and political context of a certain place. As resource managementphilosophy exchanges
the view of the landscapeas fragmented individual usesfor one of forest uses as integrated and
inseparablefrom the forest out of which the originate, revised views ofhow to partition the
landscapeinto managementunits arise.
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Elements

of an integrated

forest

inventory

Emerging thought in forestry has moved toward a model of managementcalled "forest
zoning" which includes three types offorest managementareas(Hunter 1990). First, forests of
special ecological significance or high biodiversity value are preserved. Second, high productivity
forests with no special ecological significance are managedin a way analogousto intensive agriculture, placing value on the lumber yield. Third, and most challenging, are the "working landscapes"which integrate both economic and ecological values on the samepieces ofland. This
third type, where multiple uses occur together, is much more widespread than the other two types
offorest (Poleman 1996a). It is therefore important to define a responsible managementplanning
processfor these working landscapesthat integrates different, and sometimesconflicting, values.
Poleman (1996a) identifies 5 stagesof the forest managementplanning process: 1. determining objectives, 2. assessingcurrent forest condition, 3. determining desired forest condition, 4.
designing and implementing a managementplan, and 5. monitoring results of the management
plan. Of these five, this study focuses on the second,assessingcurrent forest condition: the forest
inventory. It is an important step since a forest managementplan designedwithout knowledge of a
forest's biological, ecological and physiographical character lacks a foundation on which to stand.
As managementperspectives evolve, so must the types of information gathered in forest
inventories. Since managementpractices are tending toward the integration of various values,
forest inventories necessarilyare shapedto inform this goal. This study explores a model of forest
inventory that informs integrated managementin what Poleman (1996b) has termed an "integrated
forest inventory."
An integrated inventory informs managementby combining various values in a forest
ecosystem."Integration implies more than just employing different approachesside by side; it is
the merging of objectives so that (1) information gathering activities inform both conservation and
commodity perspectives(and are therefore cost-effective), and (2) managementprescriptions
promote both objectives simultaneously" (Poleman 1996a). In order to construct an integrated
inventory, one must choose which values to focus on, whether human use values or conservation
values. It is important to understand the components of a forest inventory before delving into
specific examplesand then trying to construct an integrated inventory out of them.
The forest

inventory

At the basis of any inventory is a value judgment ofwhat is important in a forest. Different
types of data are collected depending on the lens one choosesto look through. If timber is important, then tree girth, height, and quality will be measured.If conservation of biological diversity is
the focus, then speciescomposition and distribution will be emphasized.
Two tools are used to describe the forest. First is a classification systemthat draws boundaries around relatively homogenous patchesof vegetation that recur across a landscapecalled
"landscapeelements" (Poleman 1996a). The criteria for classification is commonly the dominant
vegetation, whether that meansthe plants that dominate the canopy, or are the most abundant in
non-forest ecosystems(Noss 1987). Bailey (1996: 1) summarizesthe purpose of this tool well
"Land classification is the process of arranging or ordering information about land units so we can
better understand their similarities and relationships." It can give context to an individual tract of
forest within a larger landscape.
The second tool is a detailed inventory of the landscapeelement composition (Poleman
1996a). The inventory does not attempt to measureand describeevery square inch ofeach landscapeelement, an endeavor that would be extremely time consuming and virtually impossible.
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Data is collected in a systematicfashion from representativesamplesacross a tract ofland. The
results are then generalizedto the rest of the parcel as an estimate of its actual composition.
Because of budget and time constraints, it is important that an inventory be carried out as
efficiently as possible. One doesn't want to gather too much relevant information or gather excessive information that ultimately doesn't inform the original goals of the inventory. Doing either of
these could make the inventory procedures too cumbersomeand/or expensiveto implement
(poleman 1996a).
Ideas for the creation of an integrated forest inventory can be drawn from systemsthat
already exist; there is no need to start from scratch sincethe best of existing inventories can be
combined. First, the values that are going to be integrated must be chosen,Poleman (1996a)
posed the question, can the two primary ways the public views forests, as an economic entity for
the extraction of products and as habitat for plants and wildlife be integrated? These commodity
and conservation values will be the goals integrated in this inventory. The Forest Examination
inventory of the Vermont Parks and Recreation Department, a modified timber cruise, informs the
timber value ofa forested parcel and will be the first inventory used in this study. The Natural
Heritage Program's inventory of the "elements of diversity" is specifically tailored to locate
biodiversity and inform conservation decisions, and therefore is an appropriate system to assess
the conservation value for this integrated inventory.
Forest Examination (FOREX)
Forest Examination (FOREX) is modeled after a traditional approach to inventory called a
timber cruise, focusing on the volume, type and quality oflumber on a forested parcel (Vile 1989).
It classifiesthe dominant vegetation using the Society of American Forester's cover type. The
advantageof cover type is that it is easyto identify and delineateusing aerial photographs. The
detailed inventory utilizes both a variable plot method (using a 10 factor prism) to assessbasal
area, augmentedwith optional fixed radii plots for understory analysis(Vile 1989), FOREX
representsa step toward the integrated inventory by incorporating information about wildlife
habitat and significant physiographic features on an assessedparcel ofland. However, FOREX
doesn't collect enough information on biodiversity to inform conservation decisions. Biodiversity
data includes information on some game speciessuch as deer and the understory vegetation data
gathered is oriented toward plant speciesthat may inhibit the regeneration of commercially important tree species(Poleman 1996b). Therefore it servesas an effective analysisof standing timber,
but not the ideal tool for biodiversity inventory.
The Natural Herita{!e Program's "Elements ofDiversity" inventory
The "elements of diversity" inventory systemused by the Natural Heritage Program is
designedto inventory and catalogue biological diversity and therefore could serve as a valuable
supplementarytool for FOREX. It was created by The Nature Conservancy in 1974 with the goal
of standardizing conservation inventory attempts which previously had been localized, short term,
and unconnected (Jenkins 1978). This new inventory systemincluded an ongoing state by state
inventory that focused on the "Elements ofDiversity" rather than on specific sites (Jenkins 1978).
These elementsare at two different levels of biological organization, individual speciesand natural
communities, and also include significant physiographic features that influence biological patterns
acrossthe landscape(Noss 1987). The advantageof this approach is that the abundanceand rarity
of each element can be compared across its range. Since this systemis an ongoing inventory, the
status of each element can be monitored over time and conservation energiescan be redirected as
the condition of certain elementschange.The scope of this inventory systemis now expanding
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from statewide to a regional and eventually national systemdo that rarity can be assessedover
much larger areas.
It is a hierarchical classification systemthat utilizes a "dual filter" approach. The "coarse
filter" searchesfor natural communities which are characterizedby the dominant plant speciesthat
recur in recognizable patterns across a landscape.By preserving a full range of natural communities that occur in a particular region, other speciesassociatedwith the dominant plants will be
conservedas well. In this way, this system servesas a "filter" or net catching the dominant and
associatedspeciestogether. The Nature Conservancyestimatesthat 85-90% of the speciescan be
conservedthis way (Hunter et al. 1988). This inventory systemis an iterative process by which
natural community designationsare refined and further delineatedas more time is spent in the field
identifying them. Simultaneously,a second filter or "fine filter" approach is used which catalogues
and indexesrare and endangeredspeciesthat may have been missedby the coarse filter approach.
Within this classification system, as stated above, natural communities are the fundamental
units, delineatedby the Natural Heritage Program for each state using secondary sources such as
scientific literature, herbaria and museums,knowledgeable people, and new fieldwork (Noss
1987). The inventory is conducted by outlining potential communities on aerial photos, then
visiting the sites and adjusting the boundaries of the natural communities using a quadrat methodology.
The Integrated

Invento!:y

-combining

conservation

and commodity

values

In order to make this integrated inventory worthwhile, I selectedthe aspectsof each of
thesetwo systemsthat were most useful, and eliminated the aspectsthough to overly burden
fieldwork. Since one goal of this inventory is to supply information about the economic potential
of a forest parcel, the two tools ofFOREX, inventory and classification system, are necessary.
The other goal, to provide information for biodiversity conservation, can be addressedby using
the natural community classification system. Since this integrated inventory is designedfor use by
anybody from landowners to state foresters, the detailed inventory of the natural community
systemusing quadrats would be, I hypothesize,too time consuming to implement and therefore
will be excluded. The estimation of natural communities can be done comparing site characteristics to the community descriptions summarizedin the guide by Liz Thompson (1996) called
Natural Communities ofVermont: UQlandsand Wetlands.
The information gathered in this integrated inventory, I hypothesize, will reveal more than
ifFOREX and the natural community classification inventory were conducted separately.The
value of the natural community classification lies in the relative rarity ranking, from 51- 5S ( 51
being the most rare and 5S the most common; S standsfor State) which allows the managersof a
forest parcel, whether public or private, to make decisionsbased on this rarity rather than just on
the economic value of an area. In addition to information on the rarity of natural communities are
the "element occurrence rankings" or an assessmentof the quality of individual occurrences. This
is designatedby the community's l)"quality" or representativeness,2) "condition" or degree of
naturalness,3) long term survival basedon surrounding natural buffers 4) how imperiled a community is by current human activity (The Nature Conservancy,date unknown). This is difficult to
incorporate into the integrated forest inventory since it requires more researchand mapping, and
has not been included for the sake of efficiency. The rest of the study is spent answering the
following three questions: 1) Are natural communities relevant evolutionary and ecological units?
2) Is this integrated inventory practical and useful? 3) What is a "sense of place" and how does it
relate to new managementperspectives?
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Literature Review: The evolutionary and ecological relevance of Natural Communities
Natural

communities

defined

Sperduto (1996) justifies using natural communities as conservation inventory units for
two reasons: 1) A combination of physical factors and disturbance agents in a certain region create
recognizablevegetation patterns, and 2) In order to preservebiodiversity conservationists need a
way to sort out these ecological patterns in a logical and understandablemanner.Despite their
obvious utility as a conservation unit, the following question must be asked: What is the ecological and evolutionary relevance of natural communities?
Natural communities are "recurring assemblagesof organismsfound in particular physical
environments" (Sperduto 1996). Human influences are small or absent,hence the term natural, but
may have affected the area in the past (Thompson 1996). Thompson (1996) outlines the subtle
differences among the terms "natural community", "ecosystem", and "plant community". An
"ecosystem" is much like a natural community and includes all the plants and animals within their
physical environment, but this is not limited by scale.An ecosystemcan occur under a pebble or
can encompassa whole mountain range. A "plant community" includes only plants in its definition
to the exclusion of animals and physical setting. The "communities" used in natural community
classification include both natural and plant communities depending on how dependentthe
community's occurrence is on its physical environment (Noss 1987).
There are some similarities between ecosystemsand natural communities that can illuminate important characteristics of the latter. Rowe and Barnes (1994) attempt to clarify the word
"ecosystem" offering a division into two categories, one based on landform (soil, aspect, topography, hydrology) and one based on biotic associations.The former is referred to as "geo-ecosystems" and the latter are "bio-ecosystems".Since natural communities emphasizethe plants and
animalsthat occupy a given site, they would fall into the category ofbio-ecosystems.
Whether geo-ecosystemsor bio-ecosystemsare used as the basis of a land classification
unit dependson the managers'goals since both ways of framing ecosystemsare valuable. A geoecosystemwill emphasizea much more static unit ofland, but will take the emphasisoffimmediate associationsof biodiversity. In contrast, using a bio-ecosystem definition will do the oppositefocus on the plants and animals on a given site while taking the emphasisoff the more permanent
physiographic characteristics.
The evolutionary significance of natural communities
Hunter et al. ( 1988) do not believe that natural communities are a relevant unit on an
evolutionary time scale.They recognize and agree with the basic premise of the natural community system: "Our concern is in identifying the best strategiesfor maintaining a high level of
speciesdiversity" (Hunter et al. 1988:382) but find three problems with natural communities:
1. They are transitory assemblagesof plant and animal species.
2. They are impractical for predicting the distribution of very rare, patchily distributed species.
3. C?mmunity dominant speciesmay not be as sensitiveto environmental change as the associated
specIesare.
Concerning the first problem, Hunter et al. (1988) use the paleoecological record (determined from pollen frequency in bog cores) as a confirmation that natural communities shouldn't
be the units of conservation. Instead, ecosystemsbased on physiographic characteristics should
since natural communities have changedtheir composition many times over the last 10,000 years
with the end of the Wisconsonian glacial period (Davis 1981). For example, the oak-chestnut
forests of the Appalachian mountains have contained chestnut as a dominant speciesfor 5,000
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years, while the oak-chestnut forests of Connecticut have included chestnut for only 2,000 years
(Davis 1981).Metaphorically speaking,the justification for using geo-ecosystemsis that the
theater should be preserved, not the theatrical production that occurs within it. There is an immediacy to conservation efforts, though, that makesutilizing a geo-ecosystemapproach problematic.
Wilson (1986) describesan unprecedentedfragmentation of habitats and loss of biodiversity
occurring in the modern world. The time scalethat we are working with is much shorter than the
scaleat which geo-ecosystemsfunction, and if preserving biodiversity is the goal, a natural community approach is better suited.
The secondproblem raisesthe concern that the coarsefilter method is too coarse, and rare
specieswill go extinct through habitat loss becausethey were not found in time. The Nature
Conservancyadmits these speciesoversights by the very namethey gave to this system: the
"coarse filter". The system is meant to preserve a majority of speciesand then, to the degree that
is possible, rare specieswill be found and protected by the "fine filter" approach using special
conservation attention, such as the Endangered SpeciesAct and/or private conservation efforts
such as land trusts (Noss 1987).
The third problem involves situations where the dominant plant speciesgrow in areaswith
different environmental characteristicsthat would changethe understory plant species
For example a red spruce/balsamfir community in the Northeast can occur at high elevation in
well drained soils or within lowlands in poorly drained soils, conditions which may changethe
understory composition (Hunter et al. 1988). If this pattern is initially missed, an inconsistent
community description, when discovered, can be split into two or more communities to account
for new found variation.
The ecological

significance

of natural

communities

Noss (1987) questions the actual ecological significance of natural communities becauseof
the sampling methods used. Sampling occurs in relatively uniform homogenous areas of vegetation and therefore avoids forest edgesand other heterogeneouscommunity types. He arguesthat
each natural community is part of a larger landscapeand therefore doesn't contain ecological
processesthat take place on a larger spatial scaleacrossthese uniform patches of vegetation.
Whole disturbance regimes are not necessarilyincluded (depending on the type and scale), and a
single community may not be connected to other community types that, when combined, are
important for the life history and foraging of certain animals species.
The developers of the natural community systemadmit to its shortcomings. It was never
meant as the definitive land classification system.Communities shift based on natural disturbance
(fire, flood, blowdown), human land use (tree harvesting), and successionalstage. Although
natural communities are not enduring entities, this systemis useful for identifying and cataloging
biological diversity at various scales.
Methodology
To assessthe potential benefits of combining the natural community approach with
FOREX a study integrating the two was conducted in a forest managedby the Vermont Monitoring Cooperative (VMC ) on the west side ofMt. Mansfield in Underbill, Vermont (Figure 1). The
210 acre parcel is located just south of StevensvilleBrook and extends from about 1400 ft to
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2500 ft in elevation. The relatively small size of the parcel was an assetconsidering the short time
frame in which the study was conducted. FOREX inventory data was previously gathered by a
VMC researcherduring the summersof 1995 and 1996. Therefore the data gathered in this study
was only of the natural communities occurring within the parcel. If this integrated inventory were
actually employed in a real situation, data collection for FOREX and the natural community
classification would be conducted simultaneously.
Preestablishedsystematic plots were laid out on the parcel for the FOREX inventory by
the VMC. Each FOREX plot was revisited taking compassbearings from the Butler Lodge Trail,
which vertically divides the parcel. A natural community designation was given at each plot using
the Natural Communities ofVermont: UQlandsand Wetlands (Thompson 1996). Revisiting these
plots made comparing the FOREX data and the gathered natural community data easier since
there was an actual area with which to compare the two data sets. The decision of what natural
community was present was a subjective measure,whereby site characteristicswere compared
with community descriptions in the natural community guide.
Natural communities were designatedduring the "leaf off' seasonsince many forest
inventories are conducted during the winter months for maximum tree visibility (Poleman 1996
pers. comm.) This will help addressthe question of whether the natural community approach is
viable when combined with FOREX and conducted in winter. The potential problem with a winter
inventory is that the herbaceousground layer is mostly covered by snow, and therefore cannot
contribute to field identification of communities.
Results
Within the study area, five standswere outlined by the VMC using the FOREX inventory.
Generally,timber was of low quality and not currently harvestable.Specific stand descriptions and
managementprescriptions are summarizedin Appendix I.
Two natural communities were found on the parcel. Mesic northern hardwoods forest
community (Appendix 2) began at the lower extent of the parcel at 1400 ft and made a transition
into a high-elevation hardwoods-spruce forest community (Appendix 3) between 2100 and 2300
ft. The mesic northern hardwood forest carries a 54 ranking while the high-elevation hardwoodsspruce forest is ranked S3. In Natural Communities ofVermont: Uplands and Wetlands, Liz
Thompson (1996:32) writes,
83 -High quality examplesare uncommon in the state, but are not rare; the community
is restricted in distribution for reasonsof climate, geology, soils, etc., or many high
quality exampleshave been severely altered.
S4 -The community is widespread in the state, but the number ofhigh quality examples
is low or the total acreageis relatively small.
Figure 2 shows the relationship between the stand and natural community boundaries on
the StevensvilleBrook parcel. The transition of the mesic northern hardwoods to transitional
hardwoods occurs between the 2100 and 2300 ft. and seemsrelated to, but doesn't exactly mirror,
the boundary drawn between Stands3 and 4.
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Discussion
Advantages

of natural

community

classification

The natural community classification provides a different way to look at forests than
through a timber cruise lens. I found that my attention to communities heightened my awareness
of the different layers of the forest. I noticed tree species,the understory, any animal tracks left in
the snow and how these factors combined to expressthe character of the place.
The next step in making the natural community classification system a valuable management tool is to specify how the rarity designationsshould affect managementprescriptions. What
does it meanthat the mesic northern hardwoods community is an S4 or that the transitional
hardwoods is an S3 community? When should a rarity designation make a landowner cautious
about cutting? Is an S4 community common enough that one should not worry about its fate? The
S3 and S4 communities found within the Stevensvilleparcel pose some gray area in how management decisions are affected by them. In general, an Slor S2 designation are both rare enough that
managersshould be cautious about altering them.
The Nature Conservancy and the Heritage Programs select their conservation priorities
basedon a combination ofboth the state and individual occurrence rankings. In light of this,
introducing natural community occurrence rankings into this integrated inventory may lessenthe
ambiguity surrounding the meaning of the "S" rankings. For example, if a community has a S2
ranking, but is a poor example of one, then managersshould be more willing to change the character of the area than if the community occurrence was of a high quality. As mentioned above,
introducing occurrence rankings would require more work by the organization conducting the
inventory, so an efficient systemthat assessesoccurrence quality would need to be developed.
There are many advantagesto using this natural community approach to assessing
biodiversity on a parcel. First of all the classification systemalready exists, therefore saving the
time and effort of assemblinga new biodiversity classification systemfrom scratch. Secondly,it
has proven effective at cataloguing biodiversity and setting conservation priorities. Thirdly, it is an
efficient, low technology system,which doesn't require any excessequipment besidesthe natural
community guidebook and/or a working knowledge of natural communities in a particular region.
Fourth, the systemis an evolving inventory that grows in value as information about natural
communities is updated and refined (Jenkins 1986). Lastly, many community descriptions provide
information about associatedwildlife species(both game and nongame) and substrate, and provide
more information for managersto consider.
Another possible advantageto using the natural community classification system in this
integrated inventory is it's potential to help the Vermont Nongame and Natural Heritage Program
(VNNHP) add information to their ongoing database.The VNNHP ecologist, Eric Sorenson
(1996 pers. comm.) mentioned that having another source of information that helps update their
databaseon community occurrencesin Vermont would be extremely valuable. Their staff of five
can only do so much fieldwork and research,so if coordinated and applied correctly, the integrated inventory could supplementthe VNNHP's efforts.
Difficulties

and drawbacks

of natural

community

classification

An obvious point, but one that needsto be stated, is that in order for the natural community systemto work, the correct community designationsneed to be applied to communities in the
field. From my personal observations, there are some difficulties that may affect applying the
proper designations.While identifying natural communities within the StevensvilleBrook parcel, I
was usually second guessing myself, as no area on the parcel seemedto completely fit anyone
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community designation. I can think of two reasonsfor this.
First is the difference between a "stand" and a natural community. A stand is "a forested
landscapeelement with uniform cover type and uniform age and size classes,often reflecting
cutting (or other disturbance) history" (poleman 1996a:8).A stand will therefore emphasizethe
age and size of trees while communities will emphasizethe plant associationsregardlessof age
and physical quality. That natural communities are not defined by vegetation age structure made it
possible for Tetreault (1996) to develop a system of classifying potential upland and wetland
natural communities in a portion of New Hampshire. Hypothetically, all one would need to know
to classify potential communities are the landform (cliff, river terrace, etc. for uplands, and basin,
seepor floodplain for wetlands), parent material, the physiognomy for wetlands and soil depth,
drainage, and aspect for uplands, and to have all of these factors correlated with existing natural
communities in a particular region.
Each physical occurrence of a natural community can contain different concentrations of
its component speciesand I found this internal variation confusing at first. U sing qualitative
observations, Stand 1 includes Sugar maple (Acer saccharum), American beech (Fagus
grandifolia) , red maple (A. rubrum), and yellow birch (Betula allegheniesis), whereas Stand 3 is
dominated largely by mature sugar maple with some large yellow birch and a few beech, yet they
both receive the samecommunity designation ofMesic Northern Hardwoods (See Figure 2). A
more rigid protocol that outlines how communities are identified in the field needsto be developed so that it is less of a subjective measure.
The secondproblem encountered is related to the fundamental problem of any classification system.Thompson (1996:3) illuminates this by recognizing we are trying to draw boundaries
in forests where naturally there aren't any, "The use of this or any classification must recognize
that natural communities intergrade with one another in sometimesimperceptible ways, and that
any place on the landscapeis unique. These truths about nature make classification difficult." Any
classification systemwill force a given area in the landscapeinto categories that already exist.
Noss (1987:12) writes about the necessityfor any classification systemto be as thorough as
possible: "It is especially important that a classification systembe comprehensive.If important
combinations or patterns of vegetation are missedin the classification, they will not be inventoried, and hence may not be protected." This is an unavoidable limitation of the natural community
system.It necessarilyhomogenizesplaces that seemsimilar, but fails to expose the subtle differencesthat make individual forests unique in a landscape.
It would be wrong to assumethat we should not classify forests, since classification
systemshelp us in our attempt to understandvegetation patterns and ultimately to be good forest
stewards.We should recognize the utility of classification systems,but also understand the inherent limitations. The weaknessof the natural community systemis therefore its strength. It doesn't
try to fully describe the uniquenessof each site, but in doing so, gains the ability to compare and
contrast the abundanceof natural communities across a larger area. It therefore has the potential
to fulfill its purpose of informing conservation values within this integrated inventory when the
rarity designationsare further defined and become meaningful to managers.
A slight bias exists in the natural community system.Both the Vermont Nongame and
Natural Heritage Programs and The Nature Conservancyhave a vested interest in identifying rare
or endangeredspeciesor communities in landscapes.Becauseof limited resources, classification
efforts are focused on identifying and protecting rare elementsof diversity, and not necessarily
refining descriptions of more common community types. A slight bias in classification results so
that rare communities are describedwith more detail and divisions, while more abundant ones,
such as the mesic northern hardwood community, ones are "lumped" together so that some
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variation may be missed (Thompson 1997 pers. comm.)
In this case study, there were fewer natural communities than stands.Hypothetically, there
may be caseswhere the opposite is true- more natural communities present than stands.For
example, if the ground flora reflects a changein the substrate,but the dominant canopy species
remain the same,then the cover type classification systemwould fail to pick this subtlety up, but a
natural community classification (if one exists for the transitional community) would reveal this
change.Few, if any, Vermont forested natural communities are defined solely by a changein the
herbaceouslayer composition. Because of this, it is unlikely that conducting this inventory in the
winter months would make identifying natural communities harder.
Conclusions
The integrated inventory combining the natural community classification system and the
FOREX inventory is a potentially useful tool for Vermont State and private forestry operations. It
provides a more detailed classification systemthat locates a given parcel within the context of a
state's natural communities. The rarity designation attachedto natural community descriptions is
the potentially useful element for managers.This designation will be useful when the specific
rankings ofS1 and SS are modified to include suggestionsand details ofhow managementprescriptions should be changedin light of a certain community's abundance.The Vermont Forests,
Parks and Recreation Department is the most obvious organization to coordinate and further
refine the methods of this system since it already processesthe data collected in its own and
private timber cruises employing the FOREX methodology.
Using this system in winter may pose problems to selecting natural communities
defined by the herbaceousvegetation layer which is largely dead and covered by snow in this
season.In Vermont, there doesn't appear to be any forested communities that are solely characterized by the ground layer at this time, but as communities are further defined, this may become a
consideration during winter inventories (Thompson 1996).
A sense of wace

I hypothesizethat the desire to manageecosystemsrather than individual resourcesis, at
least in part, a product of an increasing "sense of place", or simply, of where we live. The problem
with previous managementphilosophies has not been the selection of resourcesfrom forests for
human use, which is necessaryfor a society's physical and cultural survival. "From the many
objects and organisms around them, people identify a certain subsetas 'resources' things to be
drawn into the human community and turned to useful ends" (Cronin, date unknown). The problem lies in the failure to acknowledge the relationships between the useful and non-useful parts of
ecosystemintegrity. By trying less to filter out the useful from the non-useful and by inquiring
about the unique ecological relationships of specific placesthrough scientific questioning and
description, we are beginning a process of rediscovering where we live.
Americans evolved out of a tradition that imposed its ideas and way oflife on the previously unknown ecology and people of this continent. "Our trouble with the New World- a world
that was intended to refuel an Old World which had in some sensegrown effete- has been that
from the beginning we have imposed, not proposed. We never said to the people or the animals or
the plants or the rivers or the mountains: What do you think of this? We said what ~thought,
and bent to our will whatever resisted" (Lopez 1990:17).We are now opening a dialogue with
natural world we should have begun long ago.
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Changing the type of information collected in forest inventories is part of this process of
fostering a senseof place. In an ecosystemframework, a forest inventory collects information
about the biotic and environmental elementsof an ecosystem,and the processesthat govern them.
Its ultimate goal is to define the uniquenessof individual places in order to conduct effective
management.In our searchto discover a senseof place, natural community classification is a
useful tool. It provides a more thorough description of forest composition than the traditional
cover type classification. The long term usefulnessof any inventory information is limited, though
"[An inventory of] existing ecosystemcapabilities determinewhat is possible in a human time
frame, say a generation to a century. Any longer than that the basic capabilities of ecosystemsmay
changeand our ability to predict outcomes is rather poor" (Salwasserand Pfister 1992:151).
Placeschangeover time, and so does our knowledge of them.
An integrated ecosysteminventory could contain parts of the natural community classification, the ecosystemclassification approach using geo- ecosystems(ECOMAP) being developed by
the US Forest Service (USFS 1993), and FOREX. It could include information on landform, soils,
geology, topography, overstory composition, size and quality of trees, commercial regeneration,
ground flora, wildlife habitat, natural communities and cruise information. Any such inventory will
be more labor intensive and time consuming to implement, but the information is extremely valuable and will help define responsiblemanagementpractices.
Ecosystem managementis not a remedy for our trespassings,nor does it necessarily
embracea new ethic ofland stewardship. Its focus, at least in the realm of public land management, is to sustain human use offorest ecosystemsover time, not to recognize the intrinsic value
of a place.
While managementperspectivesshift, we are given a new opportunity to investigate
society's relationship with ecosystems." A senseof place must include at the very least, knowledge
of what is inviolate about the relationship between a people and the place they occupy, and certainly, too, how the destruction of this relationship, or the failure to attend to it, wounds people"
(Lopez 1990:40). As we seek to define this healthy relationship with places, we are coming to
realize that it is not only managementpractices that need to change,but also our expectations of
how much ecosystemscan provide for us.
Our relationship to place is coming to include more than just a utilitarian ethic, which
regardsthe land as a passive source ofwealth and resourcesfor humans.In the writings of Aldo
Leopold, Wendell Berry, and Gary Snyder a new ethical relationship is fostered in which we
recognize that we have an obligation to the land, to treat it with care and maintain its heath. This
new tendency may be mistaken for romanticism, but it has a very practical and understandable
basis, " And the wisdom of [ addressingthe land], the ineffable and subtle intertwining of living
organismson Earth, is confirmed today by molecular biology and atmospheric chemistry. To
acknowledge the interdependenceis simply a good and wise habit of mind" (Lopez 1990:18). The
first law of ecology is "everything is connected", which includes us and what we are managing.
Therefore we should be careful in our treatment and use of ecosystems,and mindful of the mystery that surrounds their very existence.Hopefully, as we understand more about where we live
through an increasing senseof place, we will be able to define what a "healthy relationship" with
the natural world is, and pursue it wholeheartedly.
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